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Outline
• What should the ITU Master Register contain and to what extent should it reflect 

th ti l it ti ?the operational situation?
– The Master Register gathers envelops of technical parameters that can be used 

on actual satellites.
– Why is a perfect match between the Master Register and in-orbit reality impossible?
– The specific case of steerable beams 

• What constitutes a regular bringing into use of a geostationary satellite networks?
B i i i t f ll i l h– Bringing into use following a launch 

– Bringing into use following the move of an already in-orbit satellite
– How to consider in-orbit tests?
– How to deal with gap-fillers?g p

• How to ensure more transparency and accuracy in relation to the information 
contained in the Master Register? 
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• Conclusions



ITU Master Register g
versus in-orbit reality: 

matching or encompassing?matching or encompassing?
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The Master Register: satelliteThe Master Register: satellite 
networks and satellites

• A certain level of matching between satellite 
filings and in-orbit satellites is obviously a 
requirement…

• …without forgetting that satellite networks are 
NOT satellites 
– ITU filings are envelopes of coordinated parameters 

i th ti f l t llitencompassing the operations of real satellites.
– Several filings can support one satellite.

Se eral satellites can se one filing
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– Several satellites can use one filing. 



Why is a perfect match impossible?

• Actual operational plans of satellite operators can 
change on short notice (typically two weeks to three 

h )months):
– Either the international coordination of this change can be 

performed in the desired time-frame with a great level ofperformed in the desired time-frame with a great level of 
confidence, 

– Or it must be acknowledged that satellite filings will, and 
must, remain an envelope of parameters that are negotiated 
beforehand.

• Ignoring this situation would simply lead to more and
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• Ignoring this situation would simply lead to more and 
more filings…



The specific case of steerable beams
• Last years have seen the issue of steerable beams more debated:

– Modern satellites have more and more improved tilting capabilities.
• Filing steerable beams is the regulatory means to cover such technical 

capacitiescapacities.
– Notifying steerable beams reduces the feasibility of sharing based on 

geographical separation of service areas. 
• This situation increases the congestion of certain parts of the arc. 

• If a real satellite associated to a regulatory steerable beam has the 
technical ability to cover the notified service area (either by 
steering a beam or by tilting the satellite), there should be no 
hi d t ll d i i t ti t f hhindrance to allow an administration to perform such a 
notification. 

• Forbidding this practice is likely to lead to an increased number 
of filings at the same orbital position in order to ensure that any
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of filings at the same orbital position, in order to ensure that any 
operational change can be feasible regulatory-wise. 



Clarifying the meaningClarifying the meaning 
of “bringing into use”
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Bringing into use
It seems that most of the contro ersies related to satellite filings are• It seems that most of the controversies related to satellite filings are 
linked with the concept of bringing into use:

– either initially according to No. 11.44,
– or after a suspension according to No. 11.49 

• this is also linked with the understanding of the time at which the suspension 
should be communicated to ITU.

• Main issue: there is no multilaterally-agreed explicit, precise definition in 
the Radio Regulations or the Rules of Procedures of what constitutes a 
regular “bringing into use”.
– While this was certainly not an issue when the notion of bringing into use 

was first applied to satellite filings, the development of satellite operations 
has increased the number of possible scenarios for bringing into use a filing. 

– Until now, such issues were dealt with bilaterally. The increase of 
administrations accessing the orbit augments the need to have a more 
multilateral approach. 
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Bringing into use a geostationaryBringing into use a geostationary 
satellite network

• Bringing into use following a launch
– Launch and Early Orbit Phases (LEOP): the satellite is not 

geostationary yet. g y y
– In-orbit tests (IOT): the satellite is geostationary, but may or may not 

be located at its final position, furthermore its technical capacity to 
provide the desired service is not yet known.
Full operations: the satellite is located at its intended position and is– Full operations: the satellite is located at its intended position and is 
capable of providing the planned service.

• Bringing into use following the move of an already in-orbit 
satellite
– During the move, the satellite is not anymore geostationary.
– LEOP and IOT were often performed long ago, when such a move 

occurs. 
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Status of IOT and gap-fillers
Disc ssions abo t reg lar bringing into se can be s mmari ed in three• Discussions about regular bringing into use can be summarized in three 
questions: 
1. What must be on-board the satellite? 
2. What must be transmitted? 
3. How long must the satellite remain in continuous operation?

• In relation to these three questions, there is a need to clarify: 
– How to treat guard-bands?

• This is essentially linked with the first question• This is essentially linked with the first question. 
– How to consider in-orbit tests? 

• This is essentially linked with the second question. 
– How to deal with gap-fillers?

Thi i ti ll li k d ith th thi d ti• This is essentially linked with the third question. 
• These three questions should receive ITU-agreed answers.

– This is best achieved during a World Radiocommunication Conference (for 
example, under WRC-12 agenda item 7). 
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Transparency and accuracy of theTransparency and accuracy of the 
ITU Master Register
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R l ti 49Resolution 49
• Resolution 49 was initially designed to provide information about the reality of 

t llit j tsatellite projects. 
– A 2-year extension period to bring into use the satellite network was granted.
– WRC-03 decided to suppress this extension and to set a unique regulatory period of 

7 years. 
– No consequential amendments were made to Resolution 49.

• In its current form, this Resolution have several drawbacks: 
– Information according to Resolution 49 should be sent as early as possible. 

Information should now be send after the bringing into use of the satelliteInformation should now be send after the bringing into use of the satellite 
network.

– Some information contained in Resolution 49 can not be publicly verified.
Such pieces of information are useless and should not be asked for. 

– Information is not updated if the satellite moves or is deorbitedInformation is not updated if the satellite moves or is deorbited.
Such updates should become mandatory.

– No provision exists to suppress Resolution 49 associated with lapsed networks.
Resolution 49 information should be deleted if there is no associated satellite 

network any longer. 
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M tMore transparency
• Improving the readability of Part II S is key to• Improving the readability of Part II-S is key to 

obtain more accuracy in the Master Register.
BR web pages about suspension and bringing into use– BR web pages about suspension and bringing into use 
are a good step forward.

• Specific new special sections would ensure more• Specific new special sections would ensure more 
clarity and more continuity: 

A ifi i l ti f i iti l b i i i t– A specific special section for initial bringing into use
– Specific special sections related to the suspension 

mechanism
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mechanism



Conclusions
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C l iConclusions
• The Master Register gathers satellite networks’ parameters, it does not reflect 

t l t llit tiactual satellites operations. 
• A more precise, multilaterally-agreed definition of “bringing into use” is needed 

to ensure a clear and stable regulatory framework.
– The status of in-orbit tests shall be clarified.
– The exhaustive conditions for bringing into use a satellite network shall be listed in 

the Radio Regulations, in particular: 
• What must be on-board the satellite? 
• What must be transmitted?What must be transmitted? 
• How long must the satellite remain in continuous operation?
• This should also apply to reactivations after a suspension. 

• Reviewing the Resolution 49 procedure is needed to improve the transparency 
of ITU dataof ITU data.
– Improved accuracy will follow from such an improved transparency.

• In order to test these ideas, it could be first applied only to the most congested 
bands, i.e. C and Ku bands. 
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